You like working as part of a team and you like developing IT-solutions? Are you interested in the latest technologies in the field of machine learning and deep learning? If so, join us!

FULL-STACK JAVA SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
(38.5 h/w) in Graz

Tasks:
As part of the Software Development Team you work on different projects in different fields and develop solutions with focus on analyzing, processing and presenting data and metrics. You are part of the project team and implement state-of-the-art research results for our products.

- Development of applications
- Designing and documenting high-performance, scalable architectures
- Consulting on technical requirements for advanced digital research and publication services
- Sharing knowledge and best-practices
- Exchange within the project team and taking over the responsibility for the technical parts of the project
- Observing high internal software development standards

Qualifications:
- Ongoing or completed education with a focus on software development
- Several years of experience in Java backend development
- Several years of experience in web frontend development
- Spring Boot, Angular, Docker, Kubernetes of advantage
- Demonstrated ability to work both independently as well as collaboratively in teams and with users
- High motivation and willingness to take responsibility
- Analytical and networked thinking
- High degree of solution competence
- Interest in Python, Textmining, Textanalysis and Natural Language Processing
- Interest in Deep Learning or other Machine Learning methods

We offer:
- Innovative, challenging and diverse tasks in multiple domains and within various projects
- Access to the latest technologies
- Exciting opportunities for professional and personal development
- Excellent work-life balance (flexible working schedule)
- Dynamic, creative and multi-cultural team
- Informal and stimulating working atmosphere

Under our collective agreement, the minimum gross salary for this full-time (38.5 h/W) position is € 3,048 (3 years experiences) per month (14 times a year), plus a performance bonus. Higher compensation is possible, depending on your qualifications and experience.

We are looking forward to your application at career@know-center.at